This paper presents a new variant of the perceptron algorithm using selective committee averaging (or voting). We apply this agorithm to the problem of learning ranking functions for document retrieval, known as the "Learning to Rank" problem. Most previous algorithms proposed to address this problem focus on minimizing the number of misranked document pairs in the training set. The committee perceptron algorithm improves upon existing solutions by biasing the final solution towards maximizing an arbitrary rank-based performance metrics. This method performs comparably or better than two state-of-the-art rank learning algorithms, and also provides significant training time improvements over those methods, showing over a 45-fold reduction in training time compared to ranking SVM.
INTRODUCTION
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functions in this domain poses several interesting challenges. When concerned with document retrieval and ranking, the learning algorithm must (1) adapt to increasing richness and complexity of document representations, (2) adapt to varying tasks and user needs, and (3) scale when applied to larger and larger collections.
In traditional ad-hoc information retrieval systems, a ranking function is developed using a small set of features designed to reflect the similarity of a document to query. Typically these features include measures such as query term frequency in the document, inverse document frequency of the query terms and others. A small number of these measures are combined using a few parameters and those parameters are often chosen manually based on experimentation. But, as is often the case as systems develop over time, new features are added to the model, increasing the number of parameters that need to be tuned to optimize the performance of the system. For example, when retrieval systems were extended to the web domain the use of link-based features and structural document features created a much richer representation of the documents [5] . Further exploitation of webcentric features through link network analysis, bookmarking and tagging trends, and clickthrough data may continue to increase the quality of our document representations [1, 22] . Better document representations could improve the performance of retrieval systems significantly, but adding these features to our ranking function inevitably adds more complexity to the retrieval model and more parameters that need to be tuned.
An additional challenge in document ranking is that the objective of a retrieval system can change from task to task, or even from user to user. In some situations such as patent application search, users may be more interested in high recall. In others situations such as named-page-finding, it would be more appropriate to optimize performance metrics designed for very high precision. In extremely large collections like the web, it is particularly important to maximize performance at the top of the ranked list as it has been shown that users rarely look beyond the first few retrieved documents [1] .
Finally, as collection sizes increase, the algorithms that learn ranking functions must scale appropriately. State-ofthe-art algorithms for learning document ranking functions can be prohibitively slow on large collections.
The question addressed in this paper is: how to efficiently and automatically learn document ranking functions in order to optimize a task-appropriate performance measure, partic-ularly those that are focused at the higher end of the ranked list.
To answer this, we propose a new method to learn ranking functions that are biased towards maxmizing arbitrary rankbased performance metrics (such as NDCG, MAP, Reciprocal Rank, etc), while keeping training time fast and scalable to large datasets. This method, the committee perceptron, inherits the speed and simplicity of the original perceptron algorithm, thereby allowing the algorithm to run quickly even on large collections. The committee perceptron allows tuning of the committee size across the full operational range, as opposed other perceptron variants which just operate at the extremes. By maintaining a committee of n-best hypotheses during training time, we can also estimate the performance of each hypothesis accurately for any retrieval performance metric, yielding a more task-appropriate solution. The end result is a fast and scalable algorithm that can be easily tuned for an arbitrary retrieval performance metric.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we first describe some of the related work in this area. Then, we present a discussion of optimization of rank-based performance metrics with respect to learning of ranking functions. The committee perceptron algorithm is described, followed by experimental results comparing this algorithm to several other ranking function learners.
RELATED WORK

Problem Setting
Many of the previous approaches to learning ranking functions for document retrieval, as well as the approach presented here, are concerned with functions that can be parameterized by a single vector of weights, w. Documents are represented by a vector of query-dependent feature scores, diq = (f0(di, q), f1(di, q), . . . , fm(di, q))
. These feature scoring functions fi are typically derived from low-level features used in information retrieval systems such as term frequency or inverse document frequency, or higher-level aggregated scores such as the score assigned by a baseline ranking algorithm for document di on query q. The learning algorithms presented in this paper output scoring functions of the form:
where < ·, · > is the inner product. A final document ranking is derived from this function in the obvious way, where documents are ranked in descending order according to their score. The goal, then, for learning the ranking function is to find the weight vector w that yields the best performance in the document ranking task.
Learning Ranking Functions
Learning ranking functions for document retrieval has recently become a popular research topic. RankSVM [10, 22] adapts the SVM classification algorithm to learning ranking functions. RankNet [7] uses a probabilistic cost function for mis-ranking pairs of documents and trains using the gradient of this cost function. RankBoost [16] applies a boosting algorithm (similar to AdaBoost) to the ranking problem, combining the output of weak rankers to learn a powerful ranking function. [30] and [19] apply the perceptron algorithm to ranking (or re-ranking) in several different NLP and IR domains.
Most of the above approaches to learning ranking functions adapt binary classification algorithms to the this task by constructing a training set using relative preference (or relevance levels) of training instances. The ranking problem is concerned with producing scores for instances so that the relevant instances score higher than less relevant instances. Using the relative preference of training instances, we can adapt most binary classification algorithms to learn rankings by training on pairs of instances that have differing relevance levels. A correct classification corresponds to ranking that pair so that the more relevant instance is scored higher than the less relevant instance.
Some of the above learning approaches have also been adapted to learn rankings functions to optimize specific retrieval performance metrics such as NDCG [20] . [27] and [31] present two ways to tailor RankNet to optimize NDCG at the higher end of the ranked list. The first approach iteratively re-ranks smaller and smaller portions of an originally produced ranked list of documents in order to focus on the portion of the ranked list that has a higher likelihood of being relevant. The second adapts RankNet's cost function to directly optimize parameters in the BM25 ranking function while maximizing NDCG on a held-out set. In recent work, [32] present a method for adapting RankSVM to optimize average precision.
Other common approaches to optimizing specific retrieval performance metrics include grid-search, coordinate ascent and line-search [19, 28] . Although these methods directly optimize any given performance metric, they are generally considered too slow when applied to more than just a few parameters in the model. Grid-search uses brute-force enumeration of all the hypotheses on a lattice in the search space and evaluates the performance metric of interest for each hypothesis. Line-search uses a more focused heuristic exploration, sampling the hypothesis space around the current hypothesis to identify a promising "direction" to move the hypothesis for an update. Finally, coordinate ascent is another directed heuristic exploration of the hypothesis space, sequentially adjusting each parameter to maximize an objective function while holding the other parameters fixed.
RANK-BASED PERFORMANCE METRICS & OPTIMIZATION
In the typical classification setting the objective is to minimize the classification error rate. In the context of learning ranking functions with pairwise document preferences, a classification error corresponds to a mis-ranked ("discordant") document pair, or inversion in the ranked list. Although this objective makes intuitive sense and allows us to conveniently apply classification algorithms to the problem of ranking, it may not be a sufficient objective. As a simple example, consider a situation with three relevant and three non-relevant documents {R, R, R, N, N, N }. The following three rankings have the same number of inversions in the ranked lists, Q, but different Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), Reciprocal Rank (RR) and Average Precision (AP) scores [4, 20] This is a simple example, but it clearly shows that although minimizing Q may be a sensible goal, it is not a sufficient metric to optimize when higher positions in the ranked list are clearly more important than lower positions. This disconnect between the goal of minimizing the number of inversions in the ranked list and maximizing a specific retrieval performance metric poses significant challenges when learning ranking functions with pairwise preference training data.
In [22] , it was shown that minimizing the number of discordant document pairs places a lower bound on average precision. By a similar proof presented in the appendix, we show that minimizing the number of inversions will place a lower bound on any retrieval evaluation metric that can be written as:
where Z is a measure-dependent normalization, m indicates how far down the ranked list to look, ri is the rank of the ith relevant document and R is the number of relevant documents. Average precision, precision at K, reciprocal rank and R-precision are all common document retrieval evaluation metrics that can be written this way. Although this lower bound validates the pairwise-preference classification approach to learning ranking functions, there is no guarantee on the tightness of the bound. In the section below, we explore a retrieval evaluation metrics that have a closer relationship to the number of discordant document pairs, one of which is directly maximized when reducing the number of mis-ranked document pairs.
BPREF, RankEFF and Misranked Document Pairs
The evaluation metric bpref [6] is also bounded from below and the metric RankEff [2] is directly maximized when minimizing the number of mis-ranked document pairs in the ranked list. bpref was designed as a stable performance metric when relevance judgments are incomplete, and RankEff builds upon the bpref measure, taking into account all retrieved non-relevant documents. Both measures are known to correlate well with average precision in TREC data [2, 9, 6] and bpref is currently reported in annual TREC evaluation results [8] . These metrics are defined as:
where R is the number of judged relevant documents, N is the number of judged non-relevant documents, nj and ri are the ranks of non-relevant and relevant documents, and I(·) ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator function. In the bpref definition above, P min(N,R) j=1 I(nj < ri) gives the number of nonrelevant documents up to R ranked higher than the relevant document at rank ri, and summing over all the relevant documents gives a value that is bounded by the number of discordant documents pairs, QR ≤ Q. Assuming R < N , which is a safe assumption in document retrieval, bpref can therefore be written in terms of Q and QR as follows:
Similarly, we can write RankEff as:
Therefore, the traditional pairwise-preference approach to learning ranking functions by minimizing Q is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound on bpref and directly maximizing RankEff. As noted in [10] , care must be taken to balance the training data across queries in order to avoid disproportionately weighting those queries with more relevant documents.
Because these are well understood performance metrics and both correlate well with MAP [2, 9, 6], we would argue that when trying to optimize a ranking function on the full ranked list, minimizing Q is an appropriate approach to take. But, when desiring a ranking function that is tailored more towards high-precision at the top of the ranked list, the learning method should be adapted to maximize evaluation metrics more sensitive to this criteria.
THE PERCEPTRON ALGORITHM & ITS VARIANTS
The perceptron algorithm, originally proposed by Rosenblatt in 1958 [29] , is an error-minimization online learner that uses a simple additive update rule. It can be show that given linearly separable data, the perceptron will converge to a solution that perfectly classifies the data. The reader is referred to [17] for this convergence proof and analysis of the perceptron algorithm's mistake bounds.
The perceptron algorithm has been applied to document ranking function learning [19] , and this paper extends that approach. Table 1 describes several variants of the perceptron algorithm as applied to document ranking. The algorithm description throughout this paper assumes that relevance judgments in the test collection are binary, but this can be easily extended to cases with graded relevance levels. In that case, relevant/non-relevant document pairs can be formed by any pair of documents with differing relevance judgments. Note also that the perceptron algorithm typically uses a global learning rate η for the weight updates. We do away with this learning rate in our implementation, and instead balance the weight updates across queries with a per-query balancing factor ηq. This is in the same spirit as a technique presented in [10] for balancing RankSVM training across queries.
Since each weight update in the perceptron simply adds (or subtracts) the document vector to or from the current weight, we can express the weight vector learned up to a given time as follows:
where R ∪ N are the union of relevant and non-relevant documents to this query, |αiq| is the number of times a document was mis-ranked during the training, and is positive (negative) for relevant (non-relevant) documents. Note that αiq can be zero if a document is never mis-ranked during 
training. Our document scoring function given in equation 1 can be re-parameterized in terms of the α's and written as follows (assuming the initial weight vector w 0 is zero):
where R∪N are all the relevant and non-relevant documents in our training set. This dual form of the learned perceptron weights is often used to apply kernel methods to the perceptron learner, substituting the dot product, < ·, · > with a suitable kernel, such as the polynomial or Gaussian kernel. Although the perceptron is elegant and simple, with provable convergence properties and mistake bounds, it can be quite unstable when applied to data that is not linearly separable. Many variants of the perceptron algorithm have been proposed to alleviate this problem, ranging from attempts to maximize the classification margin with SVM-like constraints [13, 25] , to voting or averaging schemes [17] , to down-weighting "noisy" samples in the training set [23] .
Voting and averaging of the learned hypotheses has led to improvements in the perceptron's performance and stability. The original perceptron algorithm simply returned the last learned weights vector. This approach, however, could lead to learning poor hypotheses because the weight vector may have been recently updated with noisy examples and only tested against very few training instances. Gallant proposed the "longest survivor" or "pocket perceptron" to get around this problem [18] . In this algorithm, the weight vector is returned that correctly classified the most training instances in a row. Freund and Schapire proposed the "voted perceptron" which returns all the learned weight vectors and composed a final classifier by letting each intermediate learner vote on new instances, weighting the votes by the number of correct classifications made during training, ci [17] . This approach can be expensive, and an approximation to voting is often used by averaging all the weight vectors [11] . In [24] , a "selective voting" approach was taken which only used a subset of the learned weights, choosing a threshold B and setting ci = 0 for i < B.
Another method of making the perceptron more stable when applied to noisy non-linearly separable data is to "clean" the data while training [19, 23] . One of these techniques, referred to as the α-bound, attempts to minimize the impact of a single training observation on the final learned hypothesis. While proceeding through a training iteration, if an instance is mis-classified more than a pre-determined number of times, that instance is removed from training set for future iterations. This in effect puts a bound on the α weights in the dual form of the perceptron, equation 2. The bound on α can be specified as a fraction of the number of iterations through the data.
COMMITTEE PERCEPTRON
In this section we describe the committee perceptron algorithm in detail. Because this algorithm is a straightforward extension to the average-and pocket-perceptron algorithms, we expect the same theoretical properties of those algorithms apply to the committee perceptron as well. In extending those algorithms, the committee perceptron allows optimization across a full range of committee sizes instead of just the extremes.
Most basically, the committee perceptron votes or averages the n-best learned hypotheses instead of all of the hypotheses. This simple modification would not initially seem to provide a significant advantage over the average perceptron. But, as will be shown later, the committee perceptron approaches a better solution faster than other variants, and the "best" hypotheses selected for voting can be biased towards an arbitrary retrieval performance metric. Table 2 presents the committee perceptron algorithm.
The committee perceptron proceeds like the traditional perceptron algorithm, iterating through the training instances and updating the hypothesis weight vector w i after each ranking mistake. Before the current hypothesis is updated, it is considered for induction into the committee. The hypothesis is added to the committee if its success counter ci is greater than the minimum success counter of the hypotheses already in the committee or if the committee has not reached its maximum size yet, Ncom. If the committee size exceeds Ncom when a new hypothesis is added to the committee, the hypothesis with the minimum success counter in the committee is retired in order to keep the committee size fixed.
In the voted-or pocket-perceptron algorithms, performance of a hypothesis is judged only by the number of examples correctly ranked in a row, i.e. its success counter ci. But, by maintaining a committee of hypotheses, we can form a more accurate and potentially more task-appropriate estimate of the performance of those hypotheses. At the end of training, each hypothesis can be evaluated against a hold-out development set using a user-specified performance metric. Hypotheses are then combined in some weighted scheme using their performance as the weights. This has the effect of favoring hypotheses that perform better with regard to this performance metric.
One final advantage of the committee perceptron over the average perceptron is that it enables us to use true voting schemes rather than just averaging the hypotheses. When classifying new examples with the voted perceptron algorithm, each intermediate hypothesis must score the example For each training sample (dnq, drq) ∈ S:
and sort the list of document to produce its vote. With large amounts of training data, data that is far from being linearly separable, or a high number of iterations through the data, the number of generated hypotheses can be quite large. This situation can make voting impractical in general. But, when limiting the number of hypotheses that can place a vote by using a committee, voting is a much more practical strategy. In the context of pairwise preference learning of ranking functions, (weighted) majority voting corresponds to Borda-counting or BordaFuse [3] . In this work, we apply hypothesis averaging and BordaFuse to produce the final system output, weighting each hypothesis by a function of its performance on the validation set.
Note that this algorithm is a direct generalization of the previously presented perceptron variants. Setting Ncom = 1 corresponds to the pocket-perceptron and setting Ncom = ∞ corresponds to the average-perceptron algorithms, when using an hypothesis averaging combination strategy.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we will describe experiments conducted with the committee perceptron, and compare its performance to two state-of-the-art rank learning algorithms, RankSVM [10, 22] and RankBoost [16] .
Datasets
The experiments presented here were all conducted using the recently released Learning to Rank (LETOR) Benchmark dataset [26] . This dataset attempts to provide a standard set of document-query features over several test collec- [15, 14] . The relevance judgments in the TREC collections are binary and in the OHSUMED collection are graded in three levels: "definitely relevant", "possibly relevant" and "not relevant". The LETOR dataset also contains standardized train, validation and test splits for 5-fold cross validation. The sizes of each collection in the datset, as well as the percent relevant documents for each relevance level, are shown in table 3. Some of the document-query features provided in this collection are query term frequency in title or abstract (for OHSUMED), BM25 score, and P (query|document) with various smoothing parameters from the language modeling retrieval model [33] . The reader is referred to [26] for a detailed explanation of the feature sets. In our experiments, the query-docuent feature values were normalized on a per-query basis to the [0, 1] interval using the linear scaling suggested by the producers of the LETOR dataset and no additional feature selection or processing was done.
Algorithm Performance
We evaluate the performance of our algorithm across various parameter settings and against two state-of-the-art baseline algorithms that have been widely used in document ranking function learning: RankSVM [22] and RankBoost [12] . Throughout these experiments we evaluate against the validation set using NDCG@10 as a representative highprecision performance metric. The algorithm described above does not make any assumptions about the performance metric to be optimized, and any high-precision performance metric could be substituted in its place. The validation set was used to select the number of iterations to run (T ) and used to set the weights for the committee member combination strategies: weighted averaging and weighted Borda count.
Unless otherwise noted, all test results reported are 5-fold cross validation results, with the number of iterations T chosen to maximize NDCG@10 on the validation set. All weights in the perceptron algorithms are initialized to zeros. Test results varying the committee and subcommittee sizes up to 100 members did not show significant differences in performance, and settings in this range are used in all of the tests described here. Additionally, we employed an α-bound of 0.85 for all perceptron variant tests as described above, removing instances that were misclassified in more than 85% of the iterations through the data. As noted in [19] , this technique improved the stability of the algorithm over all of the perceptron variants. The exact values of the committee sizes and α-bound was chosen from preliminary experimentation, and we leave selecting these parameters in a more principled way as future work.
Looking at the learning rates of several perceptron variants, some trends are clear. The results in figure 1 show that the committee perceptron approaches a stable solution in many fewer iterations than both the pocket-and averageperceptron algorithms. This solution also consistently outperforms the other perceptron variants. Throughout our experimentation, the hypothesis learned from the committee perceptron reached its maximum performance on the validation set before roughly 50 iterations through the training data, whereas the average perceptron continued to improve even after 500 iterations. Table 4 shows the performance of the committee perceptron and other perceptron variants as compared to two stateof-the-art rank learning algorithms, RankSVM [10, 22] and RankBoost [16] . In all tests, the committee perceptron performs comparably to these state of the art algorithms, and significantly better than the average-and pocket-perceptron variants. Statistically significant performance improvements over both baseline algorithms were seen in some of the OHSUMED and TD2003 dataset tests. In all cases where the baseline algorithms outperformed the committee perceptron, that difference is not statistically significant. All statistical significance is at the p < 0.05 level with a one-tailed paired t-test.
As observed by Liu et. al. [26] , the performance of the baseline algorithms on the TD2004 dataset raises some interesting questions. The TD2003 and TD2004 datasets are built from the same document collection using the same features, only the queries are different. There are more queries in the TD2004 collection (75) than the TD2003 collection (50), and the increase in training set size likely accounts for the increased performance across all algorithms between the two TD collections. The magnitude of the increase, however, is dramatically different across the algorithms. Both RankSVM and the committee perceptron realize less than a 20% performance improvement across the TD collections, but the RankBoost performance gain is more than 70%. There are several possibilities for this discrepancy: the difference between the linear ranking functions of RankSVM and the perceptron variants vs. the non-linear nature of RankBoost's final ranking function, the implicit feature selection performed by RankBoost, or a combination of these factors. Additionally, Liu et. al. [26] suggest that this performance difference may be indicative of inherent instability in RankBoost. We leave further investigation of this phenomenon for future work.
Running Time Analysis
We evaluated our algorithm's running time against the popular SVM implementation, SVM light 1 [21] , which supports learning ranking functions from pairwise preference data. These tests were performed on the OHSUMED corpus, and the results in table 5 show training time for each training fold. These results show that our algorithm is more than 45 times faster to train than RankSVM on this dataset. Note that this could be considered a worst-case comparison: our committee perceptron algorithm implementation is in Java 2 , whereas SVM light is implemented in C. 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present a new variant of the perceptron algorithm, the committee perceptron, and applied it to the problem of learning document ranking functions. This algorithm is a generalization of the pocket-and averageperceptron algorithms, allowing optimization across the full operational range of committee sizes rather than just the extremes. By maintaining a set of n-best hypotheses, the committee perceptron algorithm is also capable of being tuned to favor hypotheses that perform better on an arbitrary retrieval performance metrics. We applied this algorithm to learning of document ranking functions for ad-hoc retrieval and compared against two baseline algorithms applied to this problem, RankSVM and RankBoost. The committee perceptron algorithm performs comparably to or better than two state-of-the-art algorithms on three large public domain corpora, and also is capable of being trained in a fraction of the time -more than a 45-fold decrease in training time as compared to RankSVM. Tests show that the committee perceptron algorithm more quickly approaches a better hypothesis than other variants of the perceptron algorithm such as the pocket-and average-perceptron.
There are several refinements remaining in the development of this algorithm and applying it to the problem of learning ranking functions. The performance on the TD2004 collection shows that there is still room for significant improvement in the algorithm presented here. Future work includes investigating why RankBoost so dramatically outperforms the others on that collection, and if there are any features of RankBoost that can be integrated into the committee perceptron.
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APPENDIX
Let r rel be a "perfect" ranking where all relevant documents are ahead of all non relevant documents and let rsys be a system produced ranking. Define a class of ranking performance metrics as ΦZ,m(rsys,
where Z is a measure-dependent normalization, m indicates how far down the ranked list to look, and ri is the rank of the ith relevant document in the system produced ranking. This class of ranking performance includes many commonly used measures retrieval, and their definitions in terms of Φ are given in table 6. We will show that this class of performance metrics is bounded from below when minimizing the number of inversions in a ranked list. The following theorem and proof are a generalization of the bound on average precision presented in [22] , and the proof here closely follows that proof. Theorem 1. let r rel , rsys and ΦZ,m(rsys, r rel ) be as defined above. If R is the number of relevant documents, Q is the number of discordant document pairs or inversions between r rel and rsys, then our performance metric is bounded from below by: ΦZ,m(rsys, r rel ) ≥ 1 Z " Q + R + 1 2
Proof. In a perfect ranking, the sum of relevant ranks is:
For each inversion of a relevant and non-relevant document in this ranking, we reduce the rank (increase ri) by one thereby adding one to this sum. So, in general we can express this sum as
